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Abstract—The Parallel Resource-Optimal (PRO) computation
model was introduced by Gebremedhin et al. [2002] as a frame-
work for the design and analysis of efficient parallel algorithms.
The key features of the PRO model that distinguish it from
previous parallel computation models are the full integration
of resource-optimality into the design process and the use of a
granularity function as a parameter for measuring quality. In
this paper we present experimental results on parallel algorithms,
designed using the PRO model, for two representative problems:
list ranking and sorting. The algorithms are implemented using
SSCRAP, our environment for developing coarse-grained algo-
rithms. The experimental performance results observed agree
well with analytical predictions using the PRO model. Moreover,
by using different platforms to run our experiments, we have
been able to provide an integrated view of the modeling of an
underlying architecture and the design and implementation of
scalable parallel algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
A faithful model of a target machine architecture forms the
basis for the design of efficient algorithms and portable pro-
grams. Classical models for parallel or distributed computing
(such as the PRAM or network of processors) have been found
to be of limited use for such goals. These models are often
either too generic – failing to provide valid predictions – or
too specific – failing to allow easy portability.
This issue was addressed by Valiant [1990] when he intro-
duced the BSP model, a model for more realistic architectures
consisting of processors each of which possesses a private
memory of substantial size. In the following we will refer to
such architectures as coarse grained, a notion that covers a
large portion of currently available computing environments,
including parallel mainframes and clusters.
The Parallel Resource-Optimal (PRO) model, introduced in
Gebremedhin et al. [2002], is similar to the BSP model in
terms of its assumption on machine architecture and execution
model. In particular, it assumes a network of processors and
a sequence of alternating computation and communication su-
persteps. Unlike the BSP model, however, it restricts attention
to a set of algorithms that are likely to be efficient in practice.
Besides, it uses fewer and simpler parameters for algorithm
analysis.
The aim of this paper is to provide experimental evidences
that help validate the relevance of the PRO model. Whereas the
complexity of a particular algorithm can be analytically shown
using a specific model, a validation of the model itself requires
experiments. To be convincing, an experimental validation
needs to fulfill several criteria:
• it must cover a sufficiently large selection of algorithms,
inputs, and platforms;
• it must address the practical aspects of the model;
• and it should be reproducible.
Moreover, a parallel implementation needs to be compared
with a good quality sequential implementation to justify its
usefulness. This later criterion is not easy to fulfill, and many
proposals in the literature that are appealing at a first sight miss
the comparison to the sequential setting by several orders of
magnitude, see e.g Chan and Dehne [2003].
This work attempts to fulfill all of the aforementioned cri-
teria. Before presenting the experimental settings and results,
we briefly discuss the PRO model in the rest of the current
section. For a more detailed discussion of the PRO model,
see Gebremedhin et al. [2002].
The PRO model
The key features of PRO that distinguish if from other
models for coarse grained architectures are relativity and
resource optimality and a new quality measure in terms of
granularity. Relativity refers to the fact that the design and
analysis of a parallel algorithm is done relative to the time
and space complexity of a specific sequential algorithm. A
PRO algorithm is required to be both time and space optimal
(hence resource optimal). A parallel algorithms is said to be
optimal w.r.t the use of some specific resource if the overall
cost of the algorithm for that resource is proportional to the one
of the reference sequential algorithm. Hence, the optimality
requirement here restricts attention to algorithms for which
the cost of parallelization remains within reasonable bounds.
By the same token, it excludes existing algorithms that entail
non-linear costs for parallelization: the potential use of such
algorithms is restricted to cases where other criteria than
performance are set.
The PRO model is defined as a framework for the design and
analysis of practical, optimal and scalable parallel algorithm
relative to a specific sequential algorithms. Let Time(n) and
Space(n) denote the time and space complexity of the consid-
ered sequential algorithm for a given problem with input size
n and let Grain(n) be a function of n. The PRO model is
defined to have the following components.
Machine Model: The underlying machine is assumed to con-
sist of p processors that are interconnected by a router,
network or communication bus that can deliver point-
to-point messages. The size of any individual message
is not fixed but may consist of several machine words.
Each processor possesses a private memory of size M =
O(Space(n)p ) and it is this value M that constitutes the
only restriction for the size of an individual message. This
requirement enforces space optimality of an algorithm.
Execution Model: For any value p = O(Grain(n)) a PRO
algorithm, consist of o(Time(n)p2 ) supersteps. In each
superstep, each processor
• performs computations on data stored in private
memory,
• sends at most one message to every other processor,
• sends and receives at most M words in total,
• processors are not required to be explicitly synchro-
nized (by barrier mechanism) at the end of each
superstep.
The parallel runtime is required to be in O(Time(n)p ).
This ensures work and time optimality.
Quality Measure: Since the PRO model has a built-in re-
source optimality requirement, the use of resources will
not distinguish different PRO algorithms. Instead, the
quality of a PRO algorithm A is measured using a
granularity function GrainA(n). This is a function in the
input size n and its value gives the maximum number of
processors p that can be employed while still satisfying
the PRO-requirements on resource utilization. By that
measure, the more processors that can be used efficiently
for a given input size, the more an algorithm is considered
to be scalable.
The granularity function of a PRO algorithm cannot be seen
in isolation from the number of supersteps in the algorithm.
In fact, it has been shown by Gebremedhin et al. [2002]
that the maximum number of supersteps that an algorithm
should perform is O(
√
n). If this restriction is observed the
communication time of an application will only be sensible
to the bandwidth of the interconnection network. Its waiting
time for network latency, message startup etc. will be orders
of magnitude smaller. This restriction on the supersteps then
implies that the maximal granularity of a PRO algorithm in
turn may be at most O(
√
n), too.
Overview
This paper is organized as follows. We first describe the
considered parallel algorithms in Section II. We evaluate
their theoretical computation and communication complexity
to prove that they fully comply with all PRO requirements.
Section II-C gives an overview over the considered experi-
mental environment by presenting the implementation tools,
platforms and test settings. In Section III we then analyze the
obtained results. We mainly focus on the efficiency, realism,
predictability and memory usage of PRO algorithms. In par-
ticular, in Section III-C we discuss the observable dependency
between the algorithmic efficiency and the granularity as it is
considered as the PRO quality measure. Finally, we conclude
in Section IV by giving an outlook to current and future work.
II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF PRO
When aiming to validate a modeling by experiments the
algorithms that are benchmarked must be quite carefully cho-
sen. Here we present two algorithms which we think are good
representatives for two different classes. The first, list ranking,
is an algorithm on a highly irregular data structure. We will
see that here computation and communication are of the same
order of magnitude. The second, sorting, uses some regularly
structured data, namely tables, but has a communication cost
that is slightly less than the computation cost.
To be able to demonstrate the conformity of both algorithms
to the PRO model, we evaluate their computational cost,
communication volume, number of supersteps and theoretical
absolute speedup. Then, we also detail the experimental en-
vironment by introducing the implementation library and by
giving a description of the used platforms.
A. List Ranking
The list ranking problem appears frequently, see e.g Caceres
et al. [1997], in parallel algorithms that compute on object like
lists, trees or graphs. List Ranking has a linked list of elements
as input where each element knows its successor as well as the
distance which separates these two elements. Solving the List
Ranking problems consists in computing for each element the
distance which separates it from the last node in the list. In
contrast to the known theoretical complexity of this problem,
is notoriously difficult to implement solutions with acceptable
speedups on few processors, see e.g. Sibeyn [1999].
In this paper, we consider the randomized List Ranking
algorithm proposed in Gue´rin Lassous and Gustedt [2002].
This algorithm is based on the recursive construction of
independent sets. An independent set I of the elements list
L is a subset of L for such that no two elements in I are
neighbors in L. If we consider that in parallel approach the
list elements are randomly distributed over processors, the
randomized List Ranking algorithm using the independent set
technique corresponds to Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 is randomized since the selection of the in-
dependent set I is based on a randomized election of the
elements in the considered independent set. In this paper we
will not detail the selection mechanism of the independent
set which is fully described in Gue´rin Lassous and Gustedt
[2002].
If we suppose that there is 0 < ε < 1 verifying on each
recursion |I| ≥ ε|L|, then the recursion depth (number of su-
persteps) of Algorithm 1 is in O(log1/(1−ε)(|L|)). This follows
from the convergence of the geometric series
∑
i ε
i for any
0 < ε < 1. In addition, if we set small = n/p, the recursion
depth of the algorithm becomes then O(log1/(1−ε)(p)): in each
recursion i the total size ni of the list L is reduced to at least
(1−ε)ni elements, O(log1/(1−ε)(p)) recursions are required to
reach n/p elements (sequentially ranked in the last recursion).
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Algorithm 1: List Ranking by Independent set
Input: Doubly linked list L and randomly distributed
among the processors. Each element v knows its
right neighbor r(v), left one l(v) and the distance
distr(v) to its right neighbor r(v)
Output: For each element v the distance d(v) to the end
of the list
begin
if |L| ≤ small then
send L to Processor 0;
sequential List Ranking on Processor 0;
else
Let I be an independent set in L with only
internal elements and D = L \ I;
foreach v ∈ I do
Send (l(v)) to r(v);
Send (r(v) and distr(v)) to l(v);
foreach v ∈ D do
if l(v) ∈ I then
Save l(v) in oldl(v) and set l(v) to the
new value received from old(v);
if r(v) ∈ I then
Let nr and nd be the values received
from r(v);
Set r(v) = nr and distr(v)+ = nd;
Recursion IndRanking(D);
foreach v ∈ D with oldl(v) ∈ I do
Send distr(v) to oldl(v);
foreach v ∈ I do
Let nd be the value Received from r(v);
Set d(v) = distr(v) + nd;
end
Note that every list element is a member of the independent
set at most once. In such case it requires a constant number
of communications (at most two communications). Then the
overall communication volume required by the algorithm is
O(n). As for the communication, each element of the inde-
pendent set requires a constant number of instructions to be
executed. Thus, the overall theoretical computational complex-
ity of the algorithm will be in O(n). If the construction of
the independent set ensures a balanced distribution among the
processors, the computational cost of the parallel algorithm
will be in O(n/p) and then the obtained speedup will be in
O(p).
Since the number of supersteps is of the same magnitude
as the recursion depth, it is O(logn) and thus the algorithms
respects all restrictions of the PRO model.
B. Sorting
Like List Ranking, sorting problems occur frequently in
sequential an distributed computing. For our experimental
studies, we chose the randomized and distributed sorting
Algorithm 2: Distributed Sorting
Input: 0 ≤ ρ < p a number identifying this processor, T
a distributed array of values, Tρ corresponds to
the local sub-array for the current processor
Result: The T array is globally sorted.
begin
Φ1 Randomly extract a sample Eρ of k values from Tρ;
Send the sample Eρ to Processor 0;
if ρ = 0 then
E ← ⋃0≤i<pEi;
Φ2 local sort(E);
Create an array of splitters S and set S[0] = −∞;
foreach i = 1, . . . , p− 1 do S[i]← E[i× k];
Broadcast S to all the other processors;
Receive the splitters S from Processor 0;
Φ3 foreach Value v ∈ Tρ do
find ℓ with S[ℓ− 1] ≤ v < S[ℓ];
Mℓ ←Mℓ ∪ {v};
foreach i = 0, . . . , p− 1 do
Send Mi to Processor i;
foreach i = 0, . . . , p− 1 do
Receive array M ′i from processor i;
Φ4 Tρ ←
⋃
0≤i<pM
′
i ;
local sort(Tρ);
end
algorithm described by Gerbessiotis and Valiant [1994]. This
algorithm, initially described in the BSP model and based on
an over-sampling technique, corresponds to Algorithm 2.
In Algorithm 2, we can easily distinguish 4 phases:
Φ1: randomized and parallel sampling. This can be done in
O(n/p).
Φ2: sequential sorting on Processor 0 of all received samples.
If p · k ≤ n/p, the computation cost of the sequential
sorting is at most in O(m log(m)) with m = n/p.
Φ3: parallel ranking of all local values according to p splitters.
By using binary search, this phase can be done in
O(m log(p)) time.
Φ4: local sorting (in parallel). If we assume that the three
first phases provide a balanced redistribution of the initial
array (n/p values per processor), the computation cost of
the last sorting phase is in O(m log(m)).
So the overall computation cost of Algorithm 2 is:
O(m(log(m) + log(p))) = O(m log(n)) = O(
n
p
log(n)).
Since the complexity of the best sequential sorting algorithms
is in Ω(n log(n)), the theoretical absolute speed-up of the
given algorithm is in O(p). The communication at the end
of the third phase is by far the most expensive: the initial
global array T (size n) is completely redistributed through the
interconnection network. The overall communication volume
required by the algorithm can be expressed by O(n).
Since the number of supersteps of the algorithm is also
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Platform Type Proc Proc. Memory Network Bandwidth OS
name Nb. MHz (GiB) type Mb/s
SGI DSM 56 700 42 SGI IRIX
Origin3000 ccNUMA NUMA-Link
SunFire DSM 24 900 24 Sun Fireplane Solaris
6800 ccNUMA Interconnect
Icluster Cluster 200 733 51.2 Ethernet 100 Linux
Albus SMP 16 1333 8 Ethernet 100 Linux
Cluster Myrinet 4000
TABLE I
CONSIDERED PLATFORMS
suitably bounded (by a constant in that case) this algorithm
fulfills the PRO-requirements, too.
C. Experimental setting
Both algorithms, List Ranking and Sorting, described above
are implemented by using a development environment for
coarse grained algorithms called SSCRAP Essaı¨di et al. [2002,
2004]. SSCRAP (Soft Synchronized Computing in Rounds
for Adequate Parallelization) is a C++ communication and
synchronization library for the implementation of parallel al-
gorithms on coarse grained architectures, in particular clusters
and parallel machines. SSCRAP supports all known so-called
coarse grained models and in particular PRO model. Indeed,
it allows the efficient implementation of algorithms which are
designed for the different flavors of these models by sup-
porting, at the same time, their respective execution models.
Providing a high level of abstraction, SSCRAP handles de-
manding communications transparent for the user and handles
data exchanges and inter-process synchronization efficiently.
Thanks to its efficiency, its low overhead and its architec-
tural independence, SSCRAP can be used to carry out accurate
experimental studies for several coarse grained algorithms and
for the coarse grained models themselves.
For our experiments we consider four platforms for which
we summarize the main characteristics in Table I. In this
table, we indicate the platform name used in this paper,
the architecture type, the number of available processors, the
processor frequency, the total memory size, the interconnection
type, the communication bandwidth and the operating system.
We used two different types of platforms: DSM machines and
clusters. For DSM, we there are two different 64 bit machines.
The first one is an SGI Origin 3000 and the second is a
SunFire 6800 machine. In addition, we had the opportunity
to experiment the SGI machine with two different sets of
processors, the first of type R 12000 and the second of type
R 16000, to which we refer as R12M and R16M respectively.
Table I also presents two clusters. The first one, “Icluster”
was a large PC cluster with about 200 common desktops
powered by PIII processor. The second cluster, “Albus”, is
a cluster composed of 8 biprocessor-AMD Athlon MP SMP
nodes. “Albus” has two different interconnections, a standard
100 Mb/s switched ethernet and a high speed Myrinet.
III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Our experiments have been carried out for a large scale of
values on the different platforms, a more complete impression
of the overall setting is given by Essaı¨di [2004]. Here we
will concentrate on some typical curves that emphasize on the
aspects that validate the computational model.
Figure 1 shows some typical curves for the execution times
of the chosen algorithms. On a doubly logarithmic scale, they
plot the number of items against the execution times per item.
The term “number of items” qualifies the number of the list
elements for the List Ranking and the number of elements to
be sorted for the Sorting algorithms. To have a comparable
behavior between the different architectures, execution times
are normalized with the CPU frequency such that they appear
as clock cycles of the underlying architecture. In a certain
sense this normalization even hides some apparent differences
between the platforms in terms of efficiency when comparing
pure running times. But it should be easy to deduce these times
from the clock frequencies as given in Table I.
For each four-tuple (algorithm, platform, number of items,
number of processors), the given results correspond to the
average of 10 runs. We note here, that in all cases, the
variance is very low. In addition, we note that the executions
on one processor correspond to those of the optimal sequential
algorithm and not to those of the parallel algorithm executed
on a single processor. Therefore, all the obtained speedups are
not relative but absolute.
A. Efficiency, realism and predictability
Figure 1 shows the combined results of respectively list
ranking and sorting algorithms. Each figure gathers the results
of all considered platforms for the largest computed input size.
For both algorithms, we can clearly notice that:
1) Since the shown curves are close to straight lines, the
speedup is linear in a wide range of processors.
2) By comparing the optimal sequential algorithm execu-
tion to the parallel execution using two processors, it is
easy to deduce that the overhead for parallelization for
most architectures (except SunFire) is relatively small.
3) The curves for execution time are almost parallel to each
other.
4) For both algorithms, the behavior is noticeably similar
on the various platforms.
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Fig. 2. List Ranking and Sorting: Maximal entry size computed on Icluster
The two first observations clearly indicate that the experi-
ments for both algorithms confirm the PRO speedup criterion
and show the realism of PRO approach. With the other obser-
vations, we see that the implementation is able to reproduce
the behavior that is claimed by the analysis within the PRO
model. Thus PRO modeling and algorithmic design provides
an architectural independent framework. Consider a given PRO
algorithm and fully detailed description on an architecture
“B”. Then, with some initial results (execution times for
example) on an other architecture “A” PRO makes a realistic
prediction of the behavior of the same algorithm for “A”
possible. However, the highlighted realism and predictability
provided by the PRO modeling and design strongly depend on
the quality and the overhead of the considered implementation.
B. PRO memory scalability and usage
Let Nseq the maximal input size for one of the algorithms
that can be computed sequentially in memory of size Mseq .
Following the above detailed analysis we see that Sorting and
List Ranking executions on p nodes can process Ω(p · Nseq)
input size in a memory volume of Θ(p ·Mseq). So we see
that these algorithms are also resource optimal in the use of
memory.
To see that this behavior also shows up in the experiments
consider Figure 2. It represents the maximal input size that
can be computed for both Sorting and List Ranking algorithms
on the Icluster platform. Each node here has 256 MiB local
memory and sequential version of List Ranking can only rank
5 million elements (resp. 10 million doubles for Sorting).
For the parallel PRO algorithm, the more nodes we have,
the greater input size we can compute and in particular we
easily go beyond the input size that is tractable sequentially.
In fact, by considering the global behavior shown in Figure 2
and disregarding the irregularity due to the discretization,
we note that input size of PRO algorithms scales linearly
in a wide range of processors. Figure 2 also indicates that
Sorting scales a bit better than List Ranking. Indeed, if we
focus on the descriptions of the algorithms 1 and 2, due
to its recursive design and to the memory overhead of the
independent set construction, the List Ranking algorithms
requires more memory than Sorting.
So, the overall memory used by parallel version of both
Sorting and List Ranking algorithms is in the same order of
magnitude of the memory required by sequential versions. In
PRO terms, these algorithms are then memory optimal.
C. Granularity
To highlight the impact of the granularity on the efficiency
of the PRO algorithms, we consider in Figure 3(a) the List
Ranking results for three input sizes: 8, 64 and 256 million
list elements. In this figure, we first distinguish the step
that is due to the parallelization when going from 1 to 2
processors. Beyond 2 processors, there is an interval for which
the number of cycles is independent on the input size and
linearly decreases with 1/p. Since we obtain a regular and
linear behavior and we achieve a very good speedup we can
consider that the PRO requirements are fulfilled for these
values.
Then, we notice that for each of the curves there is a value
for the number of processors from which the time per item
does not decrease neatly anymore and then even turns into a
slowdown. This lack of efficiency is depending on the input
size and mostly visible for the smaller inputs: the smaller
the input size is, the early the slowdown effect is apparent.
In Figure 3(b) we plot the number of list items against the
maximum processor number that doesn’t lead to a slowdown.
This value can be considered as the limit for the granularity
function as required by PRO.
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The figure illustrates the platform dependent relationship
between the number of processors and the problem input size
described as Grain function in the PRO model. As should be
expected, the curves can be ranked according to the speed of
the corresponding CPU. The higher the speed of the CPUs the
less adding an additional CPU pays.
Before stopping at a cut-off of 52 processors (available
were 56), the results for the Origin have an almost linear
shape in the logarithmic scale. Thus for the range of growth
in the processor number they correspond to a polynomial.
We can approximate both R12M and R16M Origin results
by a function of the form p = β · nα. For the shown
interpolations, we obtain α = 0.43 and β = 0.037 for the
R12M configuration and α = 0.42 and β = 0.034 for the
R16M respectively. These functions can be used as a PRO
Grain functions for List Ranking on SGI SMP machines.
Indeed, using such Grain functions, we can compute the
optimal number of processors that can be used to treat a given
number of elements by maintaining the same PRO algorithm
quality. In the contrary, for a fixed number of processors, the
inverse of the Grain value gives an evaluation of the input size
that will efficiently use the available CPU resources. Both parts
of the limit functions (growth and cut-off) are a little below
the theoretical predictions: optimal would be an exponent for
the growth of 0.5 and a cut-off at 56.
The interpretation of the curves for the SUN architecture is
not as simple as for the Origin. This is due to the fact that
there is not such a brutal cut-off below the optimum number
of processors as for the Origin and that the transition between
the growth and cut-off seems to be better tamed.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The PRO model provides a framework for the design and
analysis of resource-optimal parallel algorithms. We have
presented a set of experimental results that help validate the
PRO model and demonstrate its practical utility. We showed
that algorithms that satisfy all of the requirements of the
PRO model can be efficiently implemented. For the two
problems considered here, list ranking and sorting, the PRO
algorithms are in fact CPU and memory optimal in comparison
with the best sequential implementations. Our experimental
study showed that the design of algorithms using the PRO
model is largely independent of physical architecture and thus
enables the prediction of algorithmic behavior on a variety of
platforms.
In contrast to the architectures, the problems considered in
this paper are fine grained in the sense that they act upon input
that is composed of constant sized items. Work that focuses
on fine grained algorithms in the more general area of cellular
networks is currently in progress.
The PRO model assumes that the processors constituting a
machine are homogeneous in terms of issues such as comput-
ing power, memory size, and available bandwidth. On the other
hand, heterogeneous computational platforms, such as grids,
are becoming increasingly important. Adapting the ideas in
the PRO model to accommodate heterogeneous architectures
is a direction we plan to explore in the future.
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